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We study the existence of global solutions for large data for a class of systems
of thermoelastic type with non-local nonlinearities. Moreover, we investigate
smoothing properties of such coupled systems in an abstract setting, including some
models for thermoelastic plates. In this setting, classical second-order thermo-
elasticity and viscoleasticity of integral type are recognized as limiting cases.
Decay rates of Sobolev norms of the solutions as time tends to infinity are also
investigated.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this paper we will consider a large class of systems arising in thermo-
and viscoelasticity, and we will prove in a general setting the existence of
global solutions for large data for some thermoelastic plate equations with
non-local nonlinearities. The global existence of small solutions in a specific
case was investigated in [10]. Here, we investigate the case of large analyti-
cal data, and for a certain class of systems we are able to prove a priori
estimates guaranteeing the global existence for any large data belonging to
the usual Sobolev spaces. Moreover, we also show that the system has
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strong smoothing properties comparable to the heat equation. This means
that the solution is infinitely smooth for positive times no matter how
irregular the initial data is, satisfying only the minimal conditions for to get
the local existence. We will show this property in a general setting, where
thermoelastic plate equations appear as a special case. As a consequence of
this result, we conclude that solutions of the thermoelastic plate system
show the smoothing effect, while the system of second-order thermoelasticity
as well as some systems in viscoelasticity of integral type, both being non-
smoothing, appear as limiting cases of the previoussmoothingone.
Energy estimates, which are basic for the results above, are also important
to prove decay rates for solutions as time t tends to infinity. We can
prove the sharpness of the estimates making an analysis of the associated
spectrum, that is using the behavior of the corresponding eigenvalues. In
the application both for the Cauchy problem in all of Rn and for exterior
domains decay rates are presented. To be more specific let us introduce the
following notations:
v H1 Let us denote by A a selfadjoint, non-negative operator in a
Hilbert space X equipped with inner product ( } , } ) and norm & }&.
v H2 Let us denote by M, N, Q, R smooth, real-valued functions,
M, |N |, Q, R being strictly positive.
In section 2 we investigate the following system for the functions u, %
depending on t with values in H:
utt+M(&Au&2, &%&2) A2u+N(&Au&2, &%&2) A%=0, (1.1)
R(&Au&2, &%&2) %t+Q(&Au&2, &%&2) A%&N(&Au&2, &%&2) Aut=0, (1.2)
with the following initial conditions:
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 , %(0)=%0 . (1.3)
More generally, for any :, ;0, we investigate the following :-;-system in
section 3:
utt+M(&A12u&2, &%&2) Au+N(&A12u&2, &%&2) A;%=0, (1.4)
R(&A12u&2,&%&2) %t+Q(&A12u&2,&%&2) A:%&N(&A12u&2, &%&2) A;ut=0.
(1.5)
We are interested in the relationship that : and ; must satisfy to get the
smoothing property of the system or the propagation of singularities, as
well as the rate of decay of the solution, respectively.
Let us see a few Examples of differents physical models to which our
:-;-system can apply.
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Example 1. Taking :=;=12 in our :&; system (1.4), (1.5), we
obtain in the simplest case when M, N, R, Q are constants: the linear
thermoelastic plate equation in H=L2(0) with domain D(A12)=
H 2(0) & H 10(0), 0 a bounded subset of R
n, and A12v=&2v:
utt+M22u&N 2%=0, (1.6)
R%t&Q 2%+N 2ut=0, (1.7)
where u denotes the deflection of the plate and % the temperature difference.
For this system, smoothing property as well as global existence of solutions
for small data for the nonlinear system are already shown, cf. [10] and
section 3, respectively. Here we will show the existence of global solutions
for large initial data.
Example 2. Taking :=0, ;=12 in (1.4), (1.5) we get the equations of
linear viscoelasticity of the following type:
utt+2Au&|
t
0
g(t&{) Au({) d{=0,
u(t=0)=0, ut(t=0)=u1 , u(t) # D(A) for t0,
with the exponential kernel
g(r) :=e&r.
We will consider also a more general class of kernels, that is kernels which
are not of convolution type, and we will show that the corresponding
solutions decay exponentially as time goes to infinity, cf. section 6.
Example 3. The equations of linear second-order thermoelasticity:
utt&uxx+%x=0, (1.8)
%t&%xx+uxt=0, (1.9)
u(t=0)=u0 , ut(t=0)=u1 , %(t=0)=%0 , (1.10)
u=%x=0 on 0, (1.11)
where, 0=(0, 1), or 0=(0, +), or 0=(&, +); (u, %) is a function
of t0 and x # 0.
This system corresponds to the case :=1, ;=12 in the sense described
hereafter.
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The solution u (resp. %) satisfies in all casesin particular for Example 3
the following third-order differential equation
uttt+A:utt+(A2;+A) ut+A1+:u=0. (1.12)
Using the spectral theorem (cf. section 2) (which is equivalent to apply the
Fourier transform when 0=Rn), we conclude that w(t, *) :=Uv(t, *)
satisfies
wttt+*:wtt+(*2;+*) wt+*1+:w=0, (1.13)
w(t=0)=w0 :=Uu(t=0),
wt(t=0)=w1 :=Uut(t=0), (1.14)
wtt(t=0)=w2 :=Uutt(t=0).
The solution w of (1.13), (1.14) is given by
w(t, *)= :
3
j=1
bj (*) e&dj (*) t, (1.15)
where dj (*), j=1, 2, 3, are the roots of the characteristic equation
&d 3+*:d 2&(*2;+*) d+*1+:=0, (1.16)
and
bj (*) := :
2
k=0
bkj (*) wk(*)
with
b0j :=
>l{j dl
>l{j (dj&dl)
, b1j :=
l{j dl
>l{j (dj&dl)
, b2j :=
1
>l{j (dj&dl)
.
The study of the asymptotic behavior of dj (*) when *   gives the infor-
mation on the smoothing effect of the solutions, that is if for any j=1, 2, 3
the real part of dj tends to infinity as * tends to infinity, then the smoothing
property holds. On the other hand, if there exists a subscript j for which the
real part of the dj does not tend to infinity then the solution of the system
cannot be more regular than the initial data. Note that the behavior of dj
is like a power of *. On the other hand, the behavior of the real part of dj
as *  0 gives the information on the asymptotic properties of the solution
as time goes to infinity, such as uniform rates of decay. This point is not
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as general as the first one, for which we can get the smoothing property or
the propagation of singularities independent of the operator (coercive or
not coercive). Here the rate of decay will depend on the spectral properties
of the operator. For example, if A has discrete spectrum then we will show
that the solution decays exponentially. In case of a continuous spectrum we
can not give a specific rate, it will depend on the operator A.
In [10] we investigated Example 3 and we proved that the solution of
the corresponding system propagates singularities. Here we will study the
regularizing properties for the :-;-system when ;=12 and : # ]0, 1[, and
we will show that the smoothing property holds. As we saw in Example 3,
we can get the thermoelastic equation when ;=12 and :=1, so we
conclude that in the limit case we do not have the smoothing property. In
Example 2 we have another limiting case, when :=0, in this case we get
the viscoelastic equation that also propagates singularities. From these
properties we can conclude that both the thermoelastic and the viscoelastic
equations can be obtained as limiting cases of smoothing thermoelastic
plate equations.
In section 4 we will show the existence of solutions of the :-;-system for
large A-analytical data (see Definition 4.1). Combining this result with the
smoothing effect, we show in section 6 the global existence result for solu-
tions of the :-;-system for large data, taken in the usual Sobolev spaces,
for any power : and ; for which we get the smoothing effect. In section 6
we study the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the :-;-system and we
prove the sharpness of this estimates for ;=12.
Finally in section 7, we show the relationship between thermoelasticity
and viscoelasticity through the :-;-system, that is, from the general ther-
moelastic plate equation we obtain the viscoelastic equation by introducing
an artificial temperature. In particular, as an application of the decay result
we get in section 6, we show the uniform rate of decay for the solution of
the viscoelastic equation of memory type for kernels of no convolution
type. Concerning the asymptotic behavior of solution for the viscoelastic
equation we have a large literature, see for example [3], [4], [9] among
others, and the references therein. In all of them to get uniform rates of
decay, the authors deal with kernels of convolution type. Here we present
uniform rates of decay for kernels which are not necessarily of convolution
type.
The notation in this paper will be as follows: 0 will denote a domain
in Rn with smooth boundary 0, H m(0)=W m, 2(0), H m0 (0)=W
m, 2
0 (0);
m # N, the usual Sobolev spaces based on L2(0) cf. [1]; {: gradient,
( } , } ): inner product in L2(0) or in a general separable Hilbert space H,
& }& the corresponding norm; C k(I, E ), k # N: space of k-times continuously
differentiable functions from I/R into a Banach space E, analogously:
Lp(I, E ), 1p.
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2. Global Existence for Thermoelastic Plates
In this section we will study the global existence of solutions to the
system (1.1), (1.2), i.e. to the following Cauchy problem:
utt+M(&Au&2, &%&2) A2u+N(&Au&2, &%&2) A%=0, (2.1)
R(&Au&2, &%&2) %t+Q(&Au&2, &%&2) A%&N(&Au&2, &%&2) Aut=0, (2.2)
with initial conditions
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 , %(0)=%0 . (2.3)
Remember that A is a non-negative self-adjoint operator in a separable
Hilbert space H, and M, |N |, Q, R are smooth, real-valued functions being
strictly positive, and & }& denotes the norm in H.
An essential assumption is that there exists a function S for which
S
_
(_, {)=M(_, {);
S
{
(_, {)=R(_, {) (2.4)
with
_C>0 \_, { : S(_, {)C[ |_|+|{|]. (2.5)
These assumptions are based on the observation that the existence of S is
natural in thermoelasticity, in particular for the associated linearized
system. To prove the global existence result we will use the local existence
theorem proved in [10], and we will show that the solution is bounded
when t  Tmaximal , the maximal time of existence of a solution.
Under these conditions we obtain, after multiplying equation (2.1) by ut
and equation (2.2) by %, the following estimate:
1
2
d
dt
[&ut(t)&2+S(&Au(t)&2, &%&2)]+Q(&Au(t)&2, &%&2) &A12%(t)&2=0.
(2.6)
This implies that u,% satisfy:
&ut(t)&2+&Au(t)&2+&%(t)&2+|
t
0
&A12%({)&2 d{
c0[&u1 &2+&Au0 &2+&%0 &]. (2.7)
Hence the so-called first-order energy is bounded uniformly in time. Our
next task will be to prove that the higher-order energies are also bounded
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uniformly in t. To do this we use the diagonalization theorem for self-
adjoint operators in the form given in [5], cf. [7]: There exists a Hilbert
space
H =|

H(*) d+(*), (2.8)
a direct integral of Hilbert spaces H(*), * # R, with respect to a positive
measure +, and a unitary operator U : H  H such that
D(Am)=[v # H; * [ *mUv(*) # H ], m # N0 , (2.9)
and
U(Amv)(*)=*mUv(*). (2.10)
Moreover,
&Amv&2=|

0
*2m |Uv(*)| 2 d+(*). (2.11)
The global existence theorem for (2.1), (2.2) now reads as follows:
Theorem 2.1. Let T>0 be arbitrary. Let the initial data satisfy
(u0 , u1 , %0) # D(A3)_D(A2)_D(A2).
Then there exists only one solution of the system (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) satisfying
u # ,
3
j=0
C j([0, T ], D(A3&j)), and % # ,
2
j=0
C 2([0, T ], D(A2&j)).
Moreover,
u # ,
k
j=0
C j (]0, T ], D(Ak&j)), and % # ,
k&1
j=0
C j(]0, T ], D(Ak&1&j)).
for any k3.
Proof. The global existence result is based on the local existence result
obtained in [10], which gives a local solution (k=3). The size Tl of the
local existence interval [0, Tl] only depends on (&u0&D(A2) , &u1&D(A) ,
&%0&D(A)). It will be shown that the solution in the corresponding norms
is bounded for any time, i.e. we prove the uniform boundedness of the
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higher-order energies. To do this we will rewrite the system of equations for
simplicity as
utt+M(t) A2u+N(t) A%=0,
R(t) %t+Q(t) A%&N(t) Aut=0,
with obvious notation. Associated to this system we will define the energy
function:
E(u, %; t) := 12 [&ut &
2+M(t) &Au(t)&2+R(t) &%&2].
Our first step is to prove that there exists a positive constant c0 for which
we have:
|
t
0
[&A12ut({)&2+&A32u({)&2+&A12%({)&2] d{c0 .
To do this let us multiply equation (2.1) by Au, then we have:
d
dt
[(Au(t), ut)]=&A12ut &2&M(t) &A32u&2&(A32u, A12%).
Denoting by
r(t) :=
Q(t)
R(t)
, s(t) :=
N(t)
R(t)
,
we get
%t+r(t) A%&s(t) Aut=0.
Multiplying this equation by &ut we get
d
dt
[&s(t)(%, ut)]=s(t) r(t)(A12%, A12ut)&s(t)2 &A12ut&2
+s(t) M(t)(A32u, A12%)
+s(t) N(t) &A12%&2&s$(t)(%, ut).
Using inequality (2.7) and the last two estimates we obtain
d
dt {KE(t)+
s20
2
(Au(t), ut) &s(t)(%, ut)=
=:L(t)
&c1[&A12ut(t)&2+&A32u(t)&2+&A12%(t)&2],
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where c1 , ... will denote positive constants, and s20 is a positive lower bound
for s(t)2 (analogously below for m0 as bound for M and so on). Taking K
large enough, it is easy to see that:
k0 E(t)L(t)k1 E(t),
for positive constants k0 , k1 , so we conclude that
k0E(t)+c2|
t
0
[&A12ut({)&2+&A32u({)&2+&A12%({)&2] d{k1 E(0).
Let us denote by v :=Uu,  :=U%. Then v and  satisfy the following
equations:
vtt+M(t) *2v+N(t) *=0, (2.12)
R(t) t+Q(t) *&N(t) *vt=0. (2.13)
Multiplying the first equation by vt and the second one by  we get
(‘‘ ^ ’’ denoting complex conjugates):
1
2
d
dt
[ |vt | 2+M(t) *2 |v(t)| 2]+N(t) *v^t
=[M_(Au(t), Aut(t))+M{(%t , %)] *2 |v| 2,
1
2
R(t)
d
dt
|(t)|2+Q(t) * || 2&N(t) *vt  =0.
Summing up these two identities we obtain
1
2
d
dt
[ |vt | 2+M(t) *2 |v(t)|2+R(t)| (t)| 2]
=&
1
2
Q(t) * || 2+
1
2
[M_(Au(t), Aut(t)) +M{(%t , %)] *2|v| 2
+
1
2
[R_(Au(t), Aut(t))+R{ (%t , %)] || 2.
Now let us define the following energy functional:
E(*, t) := 12 [ |vt |
2+M(t) *2 |v(t)| 2+R(t) |(t)| 2].
We shall estimate E(*, t) for large *. Using equation (2.2) we easily
conclude that there exists a positive constant c for which we have:
|(%, %t) |[ |(%, %) |+|(%, Aut) |]cE(A12u, A12%).
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Similarly,
|(A32u, A12ut) |cE(A12u, A12%),
which together with the definition of E yields:
d
dt
E(*, t)=&Q(t) * || 2+c2E(A12u, A12%) E(*, t). (2.14)
Multiplying equation (2.1) by *v we get
d
dt
[*vt v^]=* |vt(t)| 2&M(t) *3 |v(t)| 2&N(t) *2v^
* |vt(t)| 2&
m0
2
*3 |v(t)| 2+c1* |(t)| 2. (2.15)
On the other hand, multiplying equation (2.2) by &vt we get
d
dt
[&N(t) v^t]=&N(t) tv^t&N(t) v^tt&N$(t) v^t
=N(t) R(t) *v^t&N(t)2 * |vt(t)| 2
+N(t) M(t) *2v^+N(t)2 * |(t)| 2&N$(t) v^t
&
n20
2
* |vt(t)| 2+c2 |(t)| 2+c3*3 |v(t)| 2.
From this inequality we get
d
dt {
n20
4
*vt v^&N(t) v^t=&n
2
0
4
* |vt(t)| 2+c3 * |(t)| 2&c4*3 |v(t)| 2. (2.16)
Using inequalities (2.14)(2.16) we obtain
d
dt {N1E(*, t )+
n20
4
*vt v^&N(t) v^t=
=: L(*, t)
&c5*E(*, t)+N1 c2E(A12u, A12%; t) E(*, t).
It is easy to see that for N1 large enough we have:
k0 E(*, t)L(*, t)k1E(*, t)
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for positive constants k0 , k1 . So from these inequalities we obtain:
d
dt
L(*, t)&{c4k1 *&
N1 c2
k0
E(A12u, A12%; t)= L(*, t),
from where it follows:
L(*, t)L(*, 0) e&}*t+
t
0 _E(A
12u, A12%; t) d{L(*, 0) ec3E(0)e&}*t, (2.17)
where }=c4 k1 , _=N1c2 k0 . We conclude that
|

0
L(*, t) d+(*)ec3E(0) |

0
L(*, 0) e&}*t d+(*)
which implies, for any m # N,
|

0
*mE(*, t) d+(*)
k1
k0
ec3E (0) |

0
*mE(*, 0) e&}*t d+(*),
which is uniformly bounded for any t0 and m=4, when the initial data
satisfies (u0 , u1 , %0) # D(A3)_D(A2)_D(A2), and for any m # N when
t>0.
Then our conclusion follows by a standard continuation argument using
properties (2.9)(2.11), which proves the global existence theorem.
Corollary 2.2. Under the hypothese of Theorem 2.1, if the operator A
satisfies
\w # D(A) (Aw, w) :0 &w&2,
then the solution of the system (2.1), (2.2) decays exponentially as time goes
to infinity, that is:
E(u, %; t)c0E(u, %; 0) e&#t
for some positive real numbers c0 , #. Moreover, if A=&2 in the whole Rn
or an exterior domain 0 with star-shaped complement, and if the initial data
also belong to L1(0), then the solution satisfies:
E(u, %; t)c0(u0 , u1 , %0) t&(n2).
Proof. This result immediately follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1,
essentially from inequality (2.17). For the polynomial decay the
(generalized) Fourier transform is applied first (cp. [10]).
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We remark that for the linear system (1.6), (1.7) under various boundary
conditions, the exponential decay was proved for bounded domains in
[6], [8].
3. Smoothing for the :-;-System
In this section we will discuss the regularity of solutions to the :-;-system
utt+M(&A12u&2, &%&2) Au+N(&A12u&2, &%&2) A;%=0, (3.1)
R(&A12u&2, &%&2) %t+Q(&A12u&2, &%&2) A:%&N(&A12u&2, &%&2) A;ut=0,
(3.2)
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 , %(0)=%0 . (3.3)
where A, M, N, R, Q are given as aboveno longer assuming the relations
(2.4), (2.5)and :, ;0. Under these conditions we are able to show with
standard arguments, using e.g. Galerkin methods or the arguments from
[10], a local existence result, or a global existence result for small data.
So we will study the regularizing properties for such class of solutions.
We are interested in the relationship that : and ; must satisfy in order to
obtain the smoothing property of the system, i.e. that for data just satis-
fying the minimal assumptions required for local existence the solution
belongs to the domain of any power of A for positive times. We recall the
examples from the introduction, which show that for :=;=12 (thermo-
elastic plate) smoothing is valid, while for :=0, ;=12 (viscoelasticity)
and for :=1, ;=12 (second order thermoelasticity) propagation of
singularities is given. The smoothing property for the :-;-system is sum-
marized in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let us take initial data (u0 , u1 , %0) # D(A2)_D(A)_
D(A), then the smoothing property holds for (3.1), (3.2), if
1&2;<:<2;, :>2;&1.
That is, we will have that the couple (u, %) satisfies
u, % # C 2(]0, T ]; D(A)).
Moreover, if M, N, R, Q are C -functions, then we have
u, % # C (]0, T ]; D(A)).
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Fig. 1. Area of smoothing.
Fig. 1 shows the set to which the couple (;, :) must belong.
Proof. From the given local existence we conclude that the functions
N, M, R, Q together with their derivatives with respect to t are a priori
uniformly bounded by a constant depending on the length of the local
existence interval. Denoting by g :=Uu and h :=U%, we have
g"+M*g+N*;h=0, (3.4)
Rh$+Q*:h&N*;g$=0. (3.5)
Multiplying equation (3.4) by g$ and equation (3.5) by h, and omitting the
notation of complex conjugates (‘‘ ^ ’’), we get:
1
2
d
dt
[ g$(t)2+M(t) *g(t)2+R(t) h2(t)]
=: E(t)
=&Q(t) *:h(t)2+M $(t) *g(t)2+R$(t) h(t)2. (3.6)
Now, multiplying equation (3.5) by g$ and equation (3.4) by g, we get
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d
dt
[&R(t) h(t) g$(t)]=Q(t) *:h(t) g$(t)&N(t) *;g$(t)2
+M(t) R(t) *g(t) h(t)+N(t) R(t) *;h(t)2
&R$(t) h(t) g$(t), (3.7)
d
dt
[ g(t) g$(t)]= g$(t)2&M(t) *g(t)2&N(t) *;h(t) g(t). (3.8)
Multiplying equation (3.8) by N(t) *; we obtain
d
dt
[N(t) *;g(t) g$(t)]=N(t) *;g$(t)2&N(t) M(t) *1+;g(t)2
&N(t)2 *1+;h(t) g(t)
from where it follows that
d
dt {
1
2
N(t) *;g(t) g$(t)&R(t) h(t) g$(t)=
&c1*;g$(t)2&c2 *1+;g(t)2+c3*: |h(t) g$(t)|
+c4* | g(t) h(t)|+c5[2*3;&1+*;] h(t)2,
where c1 , ..., c5 denote positive constants. Let us denote by x a
non-negative number to be fixed later. Multiplying the identity (3.6) by
K*x, K>0, and summing up we get
d
dt {K*xE(t)+
1
2
N(t) *;g(t) g$(t)&R(t) h(t) g$(t)=
=: L(t)
&c1*;g$(t)2&c2*1+;g(t)2+c3*: |h(t) g$(t)|+c4* | g(t) h(t)|
+(c5[2*3;&1+*;]&K*:+x) h(t)2+KM $(t) *g(t)2+KR$(t) h(t)2.
Since K can be taken large enough, to prove that the right-hand side is
negative proportional to the energy function *;E, for large *, the powers of
lambda must satisfy the following inequalities:
2:&;x+:; 1&;x+:; 3;&1x+:; ;:+x. (3.9)
From the two first inequalities we conclude
1&(;+x):;+x
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from where we get
1
2&(;+x):&
1
2&
1
2+;+x
which is equivalent to
|:& 12|&
1
2+;+x.
We shall choose x such that the admissible range for :, ; is maximal. Note
that from the set of inequalities in (3.9) we conclude that
d
dt
L(t, *)&c0*;E(t, *).
Since x;&12, recalling the definition of L we get
L(t, *)c1*xE(t, *).
So we have
d
dt
L(t, *)&c0*;&xL(t, *).
The best choice of x will be a number very close to but less than ;. The
set of restrictions for :, ; then turn into
|:& 12|<&
1
2+2;; 2;&1<:.
Taking values of : and ; satisfying the above inequalities we conclude that
there exists a positive constant # for which we have
d
dt
L(t, *)L(0, *) e&*#t.
where #=;&x and x is close to ;. Therefore the smooting property holds,
with the arguments from Section 1 and [10], respectively. This completes
the proof.
We remark that it would be possible to allow a dependence of the coef-
ficient Q on &A12%& too.
Remark 3.2. Note that the smoothing property established in the above
theorem is stronger than those known for the simple plate equation when
0=Rn, because for this equation the regularity of the solution depends on
the asymptotic behaviour of the initial data when |x|  , e.g. if the initial
data have compact support then the corresponding solution is C. Here
the only assumption we consider for the initial data is such that the local
existence is guaranteed.
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4. Large Analytical Solutions to the :-;-System
We consider the :-;-system (3.1), (3.2), now assuming the restrictions
(2.4), (2.5) again, which gives the uniform boundedness of
&ut(t)&2+&A12u(t)&2+&%(t)&2
and hence the boundedness of the coefficients M, N, Q, R. We shall prove
the global existence of large solutions of A-analytical class which is defined
as follows:
Definition 4.1. A function v # H is called A(})-analytical for }>0 if
there exists a positive constant # for which the following inequality holds:
|

0
e#*} |Uv(*)| 2 d+(*)<, (4.1)
where U is the diagonalization operator given in (2.8)(2.11). We will say
that the function v is A-analytical if it is A(1)-analytical.
Theorem 4.2. (i) If :2;&1 or ;1 and if the initial data u0 , u1 , %0
are A-analytical, then there is a global solution to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3).
(ii) Let } :=max[1, 2;&:, 2;&1]>0 and the initial data u0 , u1 , %0
be A(})-analytical. Then there is a global solution to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3).
Proof. The method of proof follows Arosio and Spagnolo [2]. For
A=&2 and periodic boundary conditions in a bounded domain in Rn the
A-analytical functions are just the classical periodic analytical functions, cf.
[2]. For $>0 let j$ be the Friedrichs mollifier with support on [&$, $].
Let u, % be the local solution and
M$(r) :=(MV j$)(r)=|
R
M(s) j$(r&s) ds,
where M(t) :=M(&A12u(t)&, &%(t)&) is assumed to be appropriately
extended for t<0. Analogously, N$ and so on are defined. If v :=Uu and
 :=U%, then we get from the differential equations for u and %
vtt+M$ *v+N$*;=(M$&M ) *v+(N$&N ) *;, (4.2)
t+(QR)$ *:&(NR)$ *;vt=((QR)$&QR) *:
&((NR)$&NR) *;vt . (4.3)
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Multiplying (4.2) by vt and (4.3) by (N$(NR)$) , we obtain
1
2
d
dt { |vt | 2+M$* |v| 2+
N$
(NR)$
|| 2=
=: E$=E$(t, *)
=&(QR)$
N$
(NR)$
*: || 2&M $$* |v| 2+(M$&M ) *vv^t
+(N$&N ) *;v^t+\ N$(NR)$+
$
|| 2+((QR)$&QR) *: || 2
&((NR)$&NR) *;vt  . (4.4)
For =>0 we can choose $ small enough such that we get from (4.4)
1
2
d
dt
E$&c*: || 2&M $$ * |v| 2+=* |vvt |+=*; |vt |
+\ N$(NR)$+
$
|| 2+=*: || 2, (4.5)
where c will denote a positive constant throughout this section which may
be different in different inequalities. From the last inequality we obtain
d
dt
E$&c*: || 2+
c
$ 2
(* |v| 2+||2)+c=(* |vvt |+*; |vt |+*: ||2). (4.6)
Choosing = small enough and then necessarily also $, we conclude
E$(t, *)E$(0, *)+|
t
0 \&c*: || 2+
c
$2
(* |v| 2+|| 2)
+=(* |v| 2+* |vt | 2+*2;&: |vt | 2+ (s, *) ds.
Defining E :=|vt | 2+* |v| 2+|| 2, we conclude
E(t, *)E(0, *)+|
t
0 \
c
$2
+=*}+ E(s, *) ds,
where } :=max[1, 2;&:]. If [0, T
*
) denotes any interval of local exist-
ence, we obtain by Gronwall’s inequality for t # [0, T
*
)
E(t, *)cE(0, *) ecT* $2e=*}T*. (4.7)
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Using
*m
m !
=m
e=*,
for any m # N, we obtain for the case :2;&1, i.e. }1, the following
estimate for the ‘‘energy of order m’’:
|

0
*mE(t, *) d+(*)
m ! ecT* $ 2
=m |

0
e(=(T*+1)) *E(0, *) d+(*).
With = :=#(T
*
+1), # being the constant appearing in the definition of
A-analyticity, and corresponding $=$(=) we get
|

0
*mE(t, *) d+(*)c(#, T
*
) |

0
e#*E(0, *) d+(*), (4.8)
and the last right-hand side is finite by assumption. Therefore the global
existence follows in a standard way, cf. [10].
In the case ;1 we replace the estimate
*; |vt |*: || 2+*2;&: |vt | 2,
which we used to derive (4.6), by
*; |vt |* || 2+*2;&1 |vt | 2,
which means replacing } by max[1, 2;&1]=1, hence the same estimate
(4.8) follows. Thus (i) is proved. (ii) it is now clear from the arguments in
the proof we used up to now. This completes the proof.
Remark. From inequality (4.7) we can conclude that the solution is
also A-analytical or A(})-analytical. In fact, multiplying inequality (4.7) by
e=*} we get:
e=*}E(t, *)cE(0, *)ecT* $ 2e=*}(T*+1).
Taking ==#(T
*
+1) we conclude that the solution is also A(})-analytical.
We remark that the admissible cases in particular include the smoothing
case of thermoelastic plates (:=;=12), the non-smoothing case of
viscoelasticity (:=0, ;=12), and the non-smoothing case of thermo-
elasticity (:=1, ;=12). Moreover, all intermediate situations between
thermoelasticity and viscoelasticity, around thermoelastic plates (0:1,
;=12) are included.
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5. Large Solutions in Sobolev Spaces
In the previous section we have shown the existence of global solutions
to some :-;-systems for A-analytical solutions. On the other hand, the
proof of Theorem 3.1 not only gives the smoothing property described
there, but also the stronger property that for t>0, u(t) and %(t) are A(_)-
analytical for some _>0. If _ is larger than the corresponding } from
Theorem 4.2, then the global existence would follow. Indeed, we shall prove
global existence for ;12 in the smoothing region, in particular for all
0<:<1, ;=12.
Theorem 5.1. According to Theorem 3.1, if (:, ;) belongs to the smooth-
ing region and if additionally ;12, then any local (smooth) solution to the
:-;-system (3.1), (3.2) can be extended to a global one.
Proof. In the smoothing region we can improve the estimates in the
proof of Theorem 4.2 as follows.
Let v=Uu, =U% and E$ , E be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.2,
and let
L$(t, *) :=K*xE$(t, *)+ 12N(t) *
;vt(t, *) v^(t, *)&R(t) v^t(t, *),
K, x as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. This corresponds to the definition of
L in that proof and we obtain, imitating this proof, the inequalities
d
dt
L$&c*;E$+K=(* |vvt |+*; |vt |+*: || 2)
&KM $$* |v| 2+K \ N$(NR)$+
$
|| 2
c*;E$+
cK
$2
E$+=K(* |vvt |+*; |vt | ),
where c>0. This implies, for small =,
d
dt
L(t, *)&c*;E(t, *)+
c
$2
E(t, *)+c=*12E(t, *),
hence
E(t, *)E(0, *)+|
t
0 \&c*;&x+
c
$2
*&x+c=*12&x+ E(s, *) ds.
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Since ;12, we conclude
E(t, *)E(0, *) ecT* $2 for t # [0, T
*
),
which is the desired a priori estimate. It implies for example that the energy
of order m # N on [0, T
*
) can be uniformly estimated by the initial energy:
|

0
*mE(t, *) d+(*)ecT* $2 |

0
*mE(0, *) d+(*).
By the usual continuation argument, the local solution can be extended to
a global one. This completes the proof.
In particular, the case :=;=12 is contained in the last theorem, so we
have found another proof of Theorem 2.1 in the more general setting. In
the smoothing region where ;<12, we have global A-analytical solutions
but not yet solutions with mere Sobolev type regularity.
6. Decay of Solutions
Now we will study the asymptotic behavior of the :-;-system (3.1)(3.2)
and we will show that the rates of decay we get for the solution are optimal
for constants coefficients, when ;=12. The purpose of this restriction is to
simplify arguments, observe also that this is up to now the case of physical
interest. Actually, we will consider the system
utt+Au+b(t) A12%=0, (6.1)
%t+a(t) A:%&b(t) A12ut=0, (6.2)
where A is as before and a and b are continuous, bounded functions
satisfying
a(t)a0>0; b(t)2>b20>0
for some constants a0 , b0 .
In section 2 we have already given decay rates in a special situation. It
is not possible, at least using our approach, to know the rate of decay for
general operators A. When the spectrum of the operator A is a discrete set
in (0, ), e.g. for A=&2 in a bounded domain with Dirichlet boundary
conditions, we always conclude that the energy decays exponentially as
time goes to infinity. When the spectrum of the operator is continuous,
e.g. if A=&2 in an exterior domain, we need more information on the
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operator in order to know how fast the energy goes to zero. In general the
decay for this case will depend on the value of the integral
|
1
0
e&*r(:)t d+(*),
where r(:) arises in an energy estimate of the type
E(t, *)cE(0, *) e&*r(:)t.
In this section, E=E(t, *) will denote the first-order energy term
E(t, *)=( |vt | 2+* |v| 2+|| 2)(t, *),
where v=Uu and =U% as before. For example for thermoelastic plates
(:=12) in Rn, A=22, r(:)=12 (see below), the measure + is represented
with the help of the Fourier transform, Ar |!| 4, and the above integral
takes the form
|
1
0
e&*t d*r|
1
0
e&|!|2 t d!ct&n2
yielding the decay rate &n2 of the L-norm.
As we will see in the next theorem, the rate of decay basically will
depend on the behavior of the energy as *  0.
Using the same notation as before we have the following result:
Theorem 6.1. (i) If A is strictly positive, then the energy decays
exponentially as t  , that is:
E(t, *)cE(0, *) e&ct
for some positive constant c.
(ii) If A is non negative one has:
The preceding estimate when *  .
And when *  0:
for 0:12: E(t, *)cE(0, *) e&c*1&:t,
for 12:1: E(t, *)cE(0, *) e&c*:t.
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Proof. (i), and (ii) for *   are implicitly contained in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. It remains to consider the case *<1. To do this, the previous
multiplicatives techniques have to be modified. We have
d
dt
[v^vt]=|vt | 2&* |v| 2&b*12v^, (6.3)
d
dt
[&v^t]=a*:v^t&b*12 |vt | 2+*v^+b*12 || 2. (6.4)
First let 12:1. Multiplying (6.3) by (b20 2) *
: and (6.4) by b*:&12, we
conclude that
d
dt {
b20
2
*:v^vt&b*:&12v^t=
&
b20
2
*: |vt | 2&
b20
2
*1+: |v| 2
&
b20b
2
*:+12 |v|+ab*2:&12 |vt |+b*:+12 |v|+b2*: || 2
=: R
It is not difficult to see that:
R(t, *)c( |vt | 2+*1+: |v| 2+*: || 2)
since *<1 and :12. Combining this with the usual estimate for (ddt) E,
we obtain
d
dt {KE(t, *)+
b0
2
*:v^vt&*:&12vt=&c*:E(t, *)
=: L
for K big enough and some ca02. Using again the fact that *<1, we
easily see that there are positive constants c0 , c1 such that
c0E(t, *)L(t, *)c1 E(t, *).
From this inequality we conclude
L(t, *)cL(0, *) e&c*:t,
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which implies
E(t, *)cE(0, *) e&c*:t.
Finally, the remaining case 0:1 is obtained in the same way, now
multiplying (6.3) by (b20 2) *
1&: and (6.4) by b*12&:. This completes the
proof.
As a corollary, we obtain the precise decay rates for the :-;-system
(6.3), (6.4), when A=&2 or A=22 for a bounded domain 0 (Dirichlet
boundary conditions), for 0=Rn or for an exterior domain 0 with
star-shaped complement (Dirichlet boundary conditions). For example, in
viscoelasticity we have *r |!| 2, :=0 and hence an exponential decay of the
L(0)-norm in a bounded domain and a decay like t&n2 otherwise will be
proved, provided the data are in L1(0) (cf. [10]). The same rates hold true
for second-order thermoelasticity (A=&2, :=1) and thermoelastic plate
equations (A=22, :=12). In general, we have
Corollary 6.2. Let 0 be all of Rn or an exterior domain with
star-shaped complement. If A=(&2)# for some positive #, &2 regarded as
the self-adjoint realization in F2(0) with Dirichlet boundary conditions, then
the decay rates for the L(0)-norm of solutions to (6.3), (6.4) with smooth
L1-data are given by
{t
&n(2#(1&:))
t&n(2#:)
if 0:12
if 12:1
.
We shall now prove the optimality of these decay rates, namely we will
show for the case of constant coefficients (a=b=1) that the decay rates
are sharp. Observing the representation of the solution to (1.13), (1.14)
given in (1.15), the following result on the asymptotic expansion of the
roots dj (*), j=1, 2, 3, of the characteristic polynomial in (1.16) will prove
the optimality.
Theorem 6.3. The asymptotic behavior of the characteristic roots as
*  0 ( for ;=12) is given by:
(i) For 12<:1:
d1(*)= 12 *
:+O(*2:&12), Re d2, 3(*)= 14*
:+O(*2:&12).
(ii) For :=12:
d1(*)=k1 *12, Re d2, 3(*)=k2*12,
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with
k1=
1
3
+\1154+
- 69
18 +
13
&
5
9 \
11
54
+
- 69
18 +
&13
,
k2=
1
3
&
1
2 _\
11
54
+
- 69
18 +
13
&
5
9 \
11
54
+
- 69
18 +
&13
& .
(Observe that k1=0.569 . . . >12 and k2=0.215. . . <14.)
(iii) For 0:<12:
d1(*)=*:+O(*1&:), Re d2, 3(*)= 12*
1&:+O(*32&2:).
Proof. With
A :=
*1+:
6
+
*3:
27
+
1
18
- 96*3&39*2+2:+12*1+4:, (6.5)
B :=
6*&*2:
9A13
, (6.6)
the explicit representation of the roots is given by
d1(*)=
1
3
*:+A13&B, (6.7)
d2, 3(*)=
1
3
*:+
1
2
(B&A13)\i
- 3
2
(A13+B). (6.8)
Case (i): 12<:1. Then
3<2+2:<1+4: and 1+:<3:
imply
A13=_*
1+:
6
+
*3:
27
+
- 24
9
*321&1332 *2:&1+
1
8
*4:&2&
13
=_*
1+:
6
+
*3:
27
+
- 24
9
*32 {1&1364 *2:&1+O(*4:&2)=&
13
=\- 249 +
13
*12 _1+ 3- 96 *:&12&
13
64
*2:&1+O(*3:&32)&
13
=\- 249 +
13
*12+\- 249 +
13 1
- 96
*:+O(*2:&12),
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and then
B=
2
3 \
9
- 24+
13
*12&
1
27 \
9
- 24+
43
*:+O(*2:&12).
This implies
A13&B=\\- 249 +
13
&
2
3 \
- 24
9 +
&13
+ *12
=0
+\\- 249 +
13 1
- 96
+
1
27 \
- 24
9 +
&43
+ *:
=16
+O(*2:&12)
=
1
6
*:+O(*2:&12).
Using the relations (6.7), (6.8), we get
d1(*)= 12 *
:+O(*2:&12), Re d2, 3(*)= 14*
:+O(*2:&12),
which proves (i).
Case (ii): :=12. The assertion immediately follows from the represen-
tations in (6.5)(6.8).
Case (iii): 0:<12. Now
1+4:<2+2:<3 and 3:<1+:
imply
A13=_*
3:
27
+
*1+:
6
+
- 3
9
*12+2: 1&134 *1&2:+8*2&4:&
13
=_*
3:
27
+
*1+:
6
+
- 3
9
*12+2: {1&138 *1&2:+O(*2&4:)=&
13
=
*:
3 _1+
3 - 12
2
*12&:+
9
2
*1&2:+O(*32&3:)&
13
=
*:
3
+
- 3
3
*12+
1
2
*1&:+O(*32&2:),
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and then
B=&
*:
3
+
- 3
3
*12+
3
2
*1&:+O(*32&2:).
This implies
A13&B= 23 *
:&*1&:+O(*32&2:).
Using the relations (6.7), (6.8), we obtain
d1(*)=*:&*1&:+O(*32&2:), Re d2, 3(*)= 12*
1&:+O(*32&2:),
which proves (iii) and completes the proof.
We remark that the leading coefficient in each expansion is only a
piecewise continuous function of :, being neither left- nor right-continuous
in :=12, thus illustrating the special role of the thermoelastic plate
among our models.
7. Applications to Viscoelasticity
We come back to the equations (6.1), (6.2), and we will study the
relationship between thermoelasticity and viscoelasticity. Observe that
viscoelasticity can be regarded as stemming from a thermoelastic system
with :>0 and letting :  0. It is very easy to see from the energy identity
that the solution of the system (6.1), (6.2) remains bounded for any :1,
so we have that the system converges weakly to the system:
utt+Au+b(t) A12%=0, (7.1)
%t+a(t) %&b(t) A12ut=0. (7.2)
We will now assume that b is continuously differentiable, and we will show
that the above system is equivalent to a viscoelastic equation of integral
type.
Then we shall have for this class of viscoelastic equation the information
on smoothing and decay as given in the previous sections. To do this let
us consider initial data of the following type:
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 , %(0)=b(0) A12u0 .
From equation (7.2) we conclude
%(t)=%0e&
t
0 a({) d{+e&
t
0 a({) d{ |
t
0
e
{
0 a(_) d_b({) A12ut({) d{.
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Performing an integration by parts we get
|
t
0
e
{
0 a(_) d_b({) A12ut({) d{=[e
{
0 a(_) d_b({) A12u({)]{=t{=0
&|
t
0
e
{
0 a(_) d_[a({) b({)+b$({)] A12u({) d{.
A substitution of this expression yields
%(t)=%0e&
t
0 a({) d{+b(t) A12u(t)&e&
t
0 a({) d{b(0) A12u0
&|
t
0
e&
t
{ a(_) d_[a({) b({)+b$({)] A12u({) d{.
Substitution of this equation into (7.1) yields the following equation:
(7.3)
utt+(1+b(t)2) Au&|
t
0
k(t, {) Au({) d{
=&b(t)e&
t
0 a({) d{[A12%0&b(0) Au0],
=: f (t)
which is a viscoelastic equation with external body source given by the
function f, and where the kernel k is given by the function
k(t, {)=b(t) e-
t
{ a(_) d_[a({) b({)+b$({)].
By our choice of the initial data we have f =0. Note that we can express
the kernel k(t, {) as the product of two functions, that is:
k(t, {)=p(t) q({) (7.4)
where
p(t)=b(t) e&
t
{ a(_) d_; q(t)=[a(t) b(t)+b$(t) e
t
{ a(_) d_. (7.5)
Assuming that p, q are not known a priori, we want to know for what
classes of kernels of type (7.4) we can get uniform rate of decay, as an
application of our previous results. So we will calculate the functions a, b
in terms of p, q and from these values we will deduce the conditions on p
and q, that is the conditions on the kernel k to get a uniform rate of decay.
Substititution of the value of b into the expression for q we get
q(t)=[2a(t) p(t)+p$(t)] e2 
t
0 a(_) d_.
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Multiplying the above expression by exp(t0 p$(_)p(_) d_)=p(t)p(0) we
get
d
dt
[e
t
0 2a(_)+(p$(_)p(_)) d_]=
q(t)
p(0)
,
from where we obtain
e
t
0 2a(_)+(p$(_)p(_)) d_&1=|
t
0
q(_)
p(0)
d_,
which is equivalent to
2 |
t
0
a(_) d_=ln \p(0)+
t
0 q(_) d_
p(t) + . (7.6)
Differentiating we finally obtain:
2a(t)=
q(t)
p(0)+t0 q(_) d_
&
p$(t)
p(t)
. (7.7)
Then substituting the identity (7.6) into (7.5) we conclude
b(t)=p(t) \p(0)+|
t
0
q(_) d_+ . (7.8)
So in this caseto prove the exponential decay of the solution to the
viscoelastic equation as given in equation (7.3) for the kernel given by
k(t, {)=p(t) q({), we require that the coefficients a and b given by the
above identities satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. Then we have a
family of kernels being not of convolution type for which the exponential
decay holds (for strictly positive A). For the general case we get the
following result:
Theorem 7.1. Let us suppose that p and q are C 1-functions satisfying
the following hypotheses:
q(t)
p(0)+t0 q(_) d_
&
p$(t)
p(t)
a0>0 p(t)
b20
p(0)+t0 q(_) d_
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for some positive constants a0 , b0 . Then we have that the solutions of the
system:
utt+(1+b(t)2) Au&|
t
0
k(t, {) Au({) d{=0,
(7.9)
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 ,
with strictly positive A, decay exponentially as time goes to infinity, where
the kernel k(t, {) is given in (7.4).
In particular, Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 establish the decay of the
energy associated to the above viscoelastic system; it decays exponentially
(in bounded domains, resp. polynomially in exterior domains) as time goes
to infinity if A=(&2)#.
Let us consider a few examples of differents kernels we can consider in
viscoelasticity to get the uniform rate of decay.
Example 1. To eliminate the dependency of the time in equation (7.9)
we consider the case b(t)=p(0), a constant. From (7.8) we get
p(t)=
p(0)2
p(0)+t0 q(_) d_
.
So we can take
q(t)= :
m
k=1
ck e+kt,
where ck , +k>0, m # N arbitrary. Then we conclude that
q(t)
p(0)+t0 q(_) d_
&
p$(t)
p(t)
=
2q(t)
p(0)+t0 q(_) d_
,
so it is not difficult to see that there exist positive constants a0 and b0
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1. In this case we get the following
system:
utt+(1+p(0)2) Au&|
t
0
k(t, {) Au({) d{=0,
(7.10)
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 .
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Example 2. In Example 1, we can also take q as:
q(t)= :
m
k=1
pk(t) e+kt,
where pk is a positive polynomial. The resulting equation is the same.
Example 3. In the general case, we can take
q(t)= :
n
k=1
sk(t) e+kt p(t)= :
m
k=1
rk(t) e&#kt,
where sk and rk are positive polynomials and +k , #k are positive constants
such that +j&#i0 for some j and i and also that #k|r$k(t)rk(t)| for all
t. In this case the corresponding equation is of the type of equation (7.9)
with b(t) given by formula (7.8).
Concluding, we see that the damping in viscoelasticity of integral type as
above can be compared to the damping for thermoelastic systems, and
technically it makes sense to introduce an artificial ‘‘temperature’’.
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